January 17, 2019

RTQ 55449 – PATH IMMEDIATE REPAIRS WORK ORDER CONTRACT
FEBRUARY 2019 THROUGH DECEMBER 2022

The Following Change(s) is being made in reference to the above RTQ:

RTQ Title, entitled “RTQ 55449 – PATH IMMEDIATE REPAIRS WORK ORDER CONTRACT FEBRUARY 2019 THROUGH DECEMBER 2022,” delete title in its entirety and replace it with the following:

"RTQ 55449 – PORT COMMERCE IMMEDIATE REPAIRS WORK ORDER CONTRACT FEBRUARY 2019 THROUGH DECEMBER 2022."

THE PORT AUTHORITY OF NY & NJ

David Gutiérrez, CPPO
Assistant Director
Procurement Department

PROSPECTIVE BIDDER’S NAME:

INITIALED: __________________________________________________________
DATE: __________________________________________________________

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS ADDENDUM MAY BE ADDRESSED TO EMILY GOLDBERG WHO CAN BE REACHED AT EGOLDBERG@PANYNJ.GOV